
All images Â© Jumpei Mitsui, shared with permissionJapan-based artist Jumpei Mitsui is one of just 21 LEGO Certified Professionals in the worldâ€”this means his full-time job is to create artworks with the plastic building
blocksâ€”and is the youngest of the renowned group. He&#8217;s fulfilled this title most recently with a sculptural recreation of Katsushika Hokusai&#8217;s The Great Wave off Kanagawa. During the course of 400
hours, Mitsui snapped together 50,000 cobalt and white LEGO into an undulating wave that mimics the original woodblock print.To recreate this iconic work in three-dimensions, Mitsui studied videos of waves crashing
and pored over academic papers on the topic. He then sketched a detailed model before assembling the textured water, three boats, and Mount Fuji that span more than five feet.If you&#8217;re in Osaka, Mitsui&#8217;s
wave is on view permanently at the Hankyu Brick Museum. Otherwise, find a decade&#8217;s worth of the artist&#8217;s LEGO tutorials on YouTube, and follow his work on Twitter and Instagram.Â (via Spoon &amp;
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pic.twitter.com/V8TTIJ8l2Dâ€” ä¸‰äº•æ·³å¹³ / Jumpei Mitsui (@Jumpei_Mitsui) December 12, 2020ï»¿ï»¿Since the 12th Century, Japanese artisans have been employing a construction technique that uses just one
simple material: wood. Rather than utilize glue, nails, and other fasteners, the traditional art of Japanese wood joinery notches slabs of timber so that the grooves lock together and form a sturdy structure.
Yamanashi-based carpenter Dylan Iwakuni demonstrates this process in the endlessly satisfying video above, which depicts multiple styles of the angular joints and how they&#8217;re slotted together with the tap of a
mallet.As Iwakuni notes at the end, new joineries often are used in traditional architecture to replace a damaged portion, maintaining the integrity of the original edifice. Structures built from natural materials and the
knowledge and skills passed down generations, he says. Through the fine skills and knowledge, Japanese Wooden Architecture has been standing for (thousands of) years.If you&#8217;re interested in trying your hand
at the centuries-old artform, Iwakuni recommends reading The Complete Japanese Joinery and Japanese Woodworking Tools: Their Tradition, Spirit and Use. He also offers a collection of tutorials and videos on his
Instagram and YouTube. You might enjoy watching the creation of this kokeshi doll and the fine art of Japanese marquetry, which uses razor-thin slices of mosaics, as well. (via The Kids Should See This)&nbsp;All
images Â© Bellerby &amp; Co. Globemakers, shared with permissionPeter Bellerby (previously) ventured into globemaking when searching for a gift for his father&#8217;s 80th birthday, an endeavor that spurred him to
launch Bellerby &amp; Co. Today, the bespoke studio is known for its entirely handcrafted works, which Bellerby discusses in a new interview supported by Colossal Members. Each globe is the product of multiple hands,
passing between cartographers, skilled modelmakers, and painters, evidencing the painstaking process and extraordinary precision the team prizes.While what weâ€™re doing is incredibly accurate and some of the best
globes I would hope to imagine have been made in hundreds of years, itâ€™s still an art.Â You canâ€™t just say, â€œthis is what it is, and by using this math formula, thatâ€™s how you solve the equation.â€• You
donâ€™t solve the equation by using math. You solve it by your artistic ability.In this conversation with managing editor Grace Ebert, Bellerby recounts starting a business with zero experience, shares his love for change
and disruption, and discusses the endlessly fascinating world of globes.&nbsp;&nbsp;All images Â© Enter Asia ProjectsThe rattan devotees over at Enter Projects Asia are back with a sweeping installation that swells
through a Bangkok restaurant overlooking the Chao Priya River. Occupying the lounge of Spice &amp; Barley, two 30-meter pillars ascend from the ground level before erupting into a mass of black-and-gold
stripes.Patrick Keane, the director of the Thailand-based firm, told Dezeen that the team used 3D special effects softwareâ€”Maya and Rhinoâ€”to simulate bubbles, foam, and liquids that reference the array of Belgium
beers the restaurant serves. Concealing pipes and ventilation equipment, the spiraling forms also mirror the nearby architecture, while the painted stripes evoke the country&#8217;s gilded temples.Similar to its sinuous
yoga sanctuary, Enter Projects Asia utilized only natural materials for the overall design, like leather and of course, rattan. The natural, woody material is a particular favorite of the firm because of its sustainability and ties
to local culture. Many rattan factories are at the brink of extinction due to the rise of importation of inferior plastic products. This project saved two rattan factories from closing down, Keane said.Explore more
environmentally and culturally conscious projects from the firm onÂ Instagram.&nbsp;â€œVelo de luto (Mourning veil) (2020), magicicada wings, sewn with hair, 32 x 47 x 2 inches. Photo by Robert Chase Heishman. All
images Â© Selva Aparicio, shared with permissionWoven throughout Selva Aparicioâ€™s cicada veils and fringed floor coverings are the complexities of rebirth, transition, and beauty&#8217;s ability to endure. Organic
ephemeraâ€”human hair, thorned branches, scavenged wingsâ€”become poignant installations and smaller artworks that ruminate on a myriad of global issues, including the climate crisis and the infinite failures of the
medical establishment.Aparicio shares that her explorations of life and death began during childhood when she watched the natural world cycle through growth and decay in the woods outside of Barcelona. This lasting
fascination has crystallized in the artist&#8217;s body of work, particularly in pieces like Velo de luto (Mourning veil), which sews together 1,365 seventeen-year cicada wings with strands of hair taken from two
generations of women. The shrouds typically are worn to honor a spouse who&#8217;s died, and Aparicio notes the material and form exemplify that as the fragility of the veil of wings decay so does the patriarchal veil of
history that it represents.&nbsp;Childhood Memories (2017), hand-carved rug into utility oak wood floor, 657 square-feet. Photo by the artistOverall, the artist says that her practice has evolved beyond the individual to
encompass environmental, social, and political activism and evoke the change and rebirth I witnesses in nature. Childhood rug, for example, merges personal memory and a domestic object with larger themes of covering
and exposing trauma.Similarly, Aparicio cites her own experiences in Hysteria, an installation that surrounds an antique gynecological table with a curtain of thorned branches. Commenting broadly on the unjust power
dynamics inherent within traditional healthcare, the artwork draws a direct correlation between the invasive and painful processes of medicine for women and their ability to bring new life into the world.Although she
spends half her time in Barcelona, Aparicio is currently in Chicago and has work on view at two locations: her piece Hopscotch is part of MCAâ€™s group exhibition The Long Dream, while her solo show Hysteria is at the
International Museum of Surgical Science, where the artist is in residence. Both are slated to close on January 17, 2021. Head to Instagram for glimpses into Aparicio&#8217;s process, as well.&nbsp;â€œVelo de luto
(Mourning veil) (2020), magicicada wings, sewn with hair, 32 x 47 x 2 inches. Photo by Robert Chase HeishmanChildhood Memories (2017), hand-carved rug into utility oak wood floor, 657 square-feet. Photo by the
artistâ€œHysteriaâ€• (2020), thorn branches woven with ligature and Hamilton obstetric table from 1931, 9 x 4 x 6 feet. Photo by Robert Chase Heishmanâ€œHysteriaâ€• (2020), thorn branches woven with ligature and
Hamilton obstetric table from 1931, 9 x 4 x 6 feet. Photo by Robert Chase Heishmanâ€œVelo de luto (Mourning veil) (2020), magicicada wings, sewn with hair, 32 x 47 x 2 inches. Photo by Robert Chase
Heishmanâ€œHysteriaâ€• (2020), thorn branches woven with ligature and Hamilton obstetric table from 1931, 9 x 4 x 6 feet. Photo by Robert Chase Heishmanâ€œHysteriaâ€• (2020), thorn branches woven with ligature
and Hamilton obstetric table from 1931, 9 x 4 x 6 feet. Photo by Robert Chase HeishmanImage Â© Zach Cooley, shared with permissionUtah is full of strange occurrences these days: first, the mysterious monolith
popped up in a remote region of the Southwestern state, and now, the moon was caught peering over its landscape in an act of supernal surveillance.During Halloween weekend, Phoenix-based photographer Zach
Cooley traveled to Arches National Park in Moab, Utah, and staked a spot near this sandstone arch that dates back millions of years. The location wasnâ€™t just a good guessâ€”Cooley relied on three smartphone apps
to position himself in the right place at the right time. When the moon passed by the opening, he snapped the incredible juxtaposition, revealing a massive eye embedded in the rocky landscape. The fortuitous photograph
subsequently was named NASAâ€™s Photo of the Day, which then mused: Who&#8217;s watching whom?For more of Cooley&#8217;s moon-chasing escapades, check out his Instagram, and pick up a print on his site.
(via This Isn&#8217;t Happiness)All images via the artistIn what could be interpreted as a tongue-in-cheek warning about not wearing a mask during the times of COVID-19, residents of Totterdown, Bristol, awoke to a
new mural by the elusive artist Banksy. The work depicts an older pensioner sneezing her dentures out while subsequently knocking down an entire row of housesâ€”a staged photo shared by the artist includes a
tumbling man being knocked asunder by the germy gust. A wide shot reveals the location as Vale Street, noted for being the steepest street in Britain at a 22-degree incline. The new piece comes a few months after
another site-specific work in Nottingham featuring a girl using a disassembled bicycle wheel as a hula hoop.&nbsp;All images via PelaGripping your phone in anxiety for hours on end? Why not embellish it with your own
artwork to ease your dread? That&#8217;s the idea behind Pelaâ€™s new Stitch Case, which features a rectangular grid for embroidering a mystical landscape, minimal scene, or other quirky renderings. Made of flax
shive and a plant-based biopolymer, the black cases are 100% compostable and are only available for older iPhone models. Pick one up from Pela&#8217;s site and start stitching.&nbsp;Curly Bench (2019), photo by
Rodrigo Reinoso. All images Â© Pablo Reinoso, shared with permissionThe unbound slats of Pablo Reinosoâ€™s unassuming benches curl sideways and up walls in a tangle of wood and metal. Based just outside of
Paris, the French-Argentine artist and designer (previously) applies a rebellious and playful lens to his otherwise simple seating, merging functionality and aesthetics to create roving sculptural artworks. His wall frames
snarl in a similar manner with knotted masses descending from their inner edges.Reinoso&#8217;s spaghetti-style works will be included in a group show at Mad Paris from December 16, 2020, to May 11, 2021. Until
then, explore more of his projects on his site and Instagram.&nbsp;Black Sand (2018), photo by Pia TorelliDÃ©roulÃ© (2018), photo by Rodrigo ReinosoFire (2018), photo by Rodrigo ReinosoLooping One (2020), photo
by Rodrigo ReinosoLeft: Marco Buenos Aires II (2018), photo by Rodrigo Reinoso. Right: Marco del Sur (2018)Marco Paris IV (2019), photo by Rodrigo ReinosoSpaghetti corten (2008), corten steel and teak, 80 x 344 x
172 centimetersFourviÃ¨re Bench (2018), carved wood and steel, 454 x 445 x 310 centimeters, photo by Rodrigo ReinosoFourviÃ¨re Bench (2018), carved wood and steel, 454 x 445 x 310 centimeters, photo by Rodrigo
ReinosoImage via Darren CullenIf 2020 were packaged in a box, it would be Darren Cullenâ€™s Jigsaw Jigsaw. Just like our repetitive days and seemingly endless fascination with simple pastimes, the 1,000-piece game
relies on the Droste effect and features a recursive image that spirals into the same black-and-white puzzle over and over.Â  Pick up the Jigsaw Jigsaw in Cullen&#8217;s shop, and follow his satirical projects on
Instagram and Twitter. You also might e
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